A computer control system was developed for a large particle beam accelerator. This system is composed of a series of VAX computers, programmable controllers, and graphics operator consoles. Unique to the software design is the ability to rapidly reconfigure the operator's view of the machine as well as the associated control logic used whenever a new physics experiment is implemented.
Hardware Configuration
The VAX computer is central to the control system hardware. Each VAX interfaces to a number of graphics consoles and to a variety of I/O processing hardware (Fig. 1) . The graphics consoles are made up of Ramtek color monitors, touch-sensitive membrane panels, and dedicated eight-channel digital knob chassis. Each graphics monitor shows the operator a schematic view of a portion of the accelerator subsystem that requires observation or control. The touch panel notifies the computer that the operator wishes to interact with devices within the subsystem, to select device actions, and to view other portions of the accelerator. Analog values (such as power-supply settings) can be adjusted by the digital knob chassis.
The I/O interface supports Modicon programmable controllers along with GPIB and CAMAC interfaces. Each VAX is configured to support eight programmable controllers and four GPIB and four CAh4AC interfaces. Because of its industrially rugged, noise immune nature, the Modicon interface is used for processing the majority of the field signals.
Typically, many thousands of control points are associated with an accelerator's configuration. Since these points can be distributed as much as 1000 feet from the control room, the programmable controller's I/O bus architecture, in particular, with multiple-channel dropoffs is ideally suited to this type of plant configuration.
Furthermore, as new devices are added or modified on the experiment, the number of consoles and I/O systems can be expanded in a modular fashion. Data can be shared between control VAXs by way of DECNet communication between the various computer nodes. This data highway also permits other computers to share machine-state data for experimental diagnostics and expert-system purposes.
Software Configuration
Software in this control system is divided into two processing areas. Sequential control and device interlocking is performed in the ladder logic of the programmable controller. The operator interface, including alarm handling, is performed within the VAX. The operation of the VAX software is described in the following paragraphs.
The VAX-based software introduces the concept of a "control unit," which can be envisioned as the most elemental operator-to-I/O interface. The control unit supports all the functions of a typical operator's console and the processing of signals associated with a typical 1/0 controller. The operator console is coupled with the accelerator's machine state through shared memory. This technique was the most efficient way to access the large volume of data required to define machine state. Alternative techniques of interprocess communication, such as message passing, led to the bottlenecking of queries to the VO controllers. As an added benefit, the shared memory permits other ancillary processes access to the parameters of the accelerator for their own particular applications.
Figure 2 specifically shows the interplay between the software processes on any given VAX computer node. The scanner-controller process (SCNCON) reads VO at a prescribed synchronous rate. The parameters relating to the hardware address and scan rate are provided in a text file read by SCNCON at start time. Data read from the VO are then stored in shared memory. If any operator console processes (OPRCON) are currently viewing a device related to that particular hardware address, SCNCON notifies OPRCON through a simple message-passing scheme (IPC) that fresh data are in memory. OPRCON, in turn, processes the raw data for display. Operators perform actions on devices in a similar fashion. Change requests are channeled from OPRCON to shared memory, and SCNCON is notified through the IPC that a change is pending that requires execution. It should be noted that one SCNCON process is started for each I/O controller attached to the VAX. By the same token, one OPRCON process is initiated for each operator console interfaced to the VAX. Up to 16 SCNCON processes and 8 OPRCON processes have been operated from a single VAX.
The view of the accelerator is presented to the operator through graphic pictures known as panels. These panels are normally configured in a hierarchical fashion, with the more global view at the top level, followed by increasing detail at deeper levels. The control system design uses a data-driven approach to the configuration of the operator's view of the machine, that is, recompilation of the OPRCON code is not necessary to modify the accelerator's configuration. Only the description of the new panel needs to be introduced as input to the OPRCON process. The description of a particular panel is maintained in an ASCII file that an off-line panel editor creates. The OPRCON Operator's console
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U files process is then notified, on-line, of the new panel and this new file is appended to the existing ensemble of panels within the memory of the running console program. In addition to the core scan/control and console processes, the control system also supports alarm functions through an ALARMER process. This program is also data driven with an off-line alarm editor available for the user. This process acts as a sentry to the sharedmemory data base that alerts the operator to unseen transitions of selected variables. The capability of the ALARMER offers the operator visual alerts through the panels, auditory alerts through a voice synthesizer, and logged alerts that act as audit trails of abnormal machine behavior.
The process BIGBRO monitors the overall health of the controlprocess environment. This process program continually interrogates the SCNCON, OPRCON, and ALARMER processes to ensure that they can be run. The operator is advised of any deviations in the performance of these processes so corrective action can be taken.
OPRCON Features
Most control system functions are shown in the various features of the OPRCON process. The program presents the operator with the following utilities:
System Security. Pass numbers are required to log onto a console. A properly logged-on console allows the operator to view process parameters and to change control values. A watch-dog timer logs out unattended consoles. Access control is also implemented. This feature lets operators with certain levels of expertise (each pass number also has a corresponding access value) to control devices equal to or less than their access level. Target Save/Restore. Because the goals of experiments on the accelerator are diverse, the setup (or tuning) of the accelerator power supplies can vary from day to day. So that an operator can easily get back to a previous day's experimental configuration, a save/restore feature has been included in the system. The program supporting this function (ARCHIVER) is spawned from the OPRCON process and permits the operator to save or recover up to 25 different experimental tunes. These tunes are date stamped so the user can recover a tune by date. Hard copy is also available.
Digital Knob Ganging. Digital knob ganging permits the operator to assign one of the knobs on the eight-channel digital knob chassis to the adjustment of more than one variable on the accelerator. This feature is particularly useful whenever a magnet profile has been set on the accelerator but the operator needs to adjust the entire profile (or portion of the profile) by a fixed amount. Instead of adjusting each supply individually, knob ganging allows the operator to readjust only one knob.
On-line Device Address Debugging. Since the hardware address of a particular device is embedded within the file that depicts the panel containing it, an on-line utility has been incorporated into the OPRCON process that permits these data to be viewed through the console. This feature allows the design engineer to verify, on the control computer in the field, that the address assignments have been correctly entered during the panel-editing process.
Graphics Panel Editor
To facilitate alteration of the graphic schematics related to the control panels used by the operator's console, a graphics editor (PEDT) is available (Fig. 3) . This off-line utility not only allows an easy way to restructure art work but also permits the user to alter device-specific 1/0 addresses within the panels directly. Once the new panel is updated, the control program is automatically alerted to the changes, and the new hardware is scanned and controlled without the need for process recompilation, relinking, or restarting.
PEDT is a menu-driven utility that interfaces with the graphic artist through a standard terminal. The artwork is viewed on a monitor typical of that used for the operator's console. Cursor positioning is performed with a joystick or mouse. The editor allows the artist to create, edit, and save elements relating to the panel's structure. Some of these elements include:
. .
Static lines and text that form the schematic layout of a portion of the accelerator's equipment. Button structures that are activated by the operator touching the touch-sensitive screen, direct the control system to alter a device's state, to change the view to a new panel, or perform a "canned" function within the ORPCON process, such as plotting. Canned icons have been created for those devices most frequently used: bow-tie valves, pumps, gauges, light indicators, and thumbwheel switches. Macro devices can also be created and saved to a clipboard. One example is a power-supply icon, which is composed of buttons, gauges and light indicators. The resultant ASCII panel files then contain all the information about the panel. For the OPRCON process to use this panel information more efficiently, a file preprocessor program (VPREPRO) creates abbreviated binary files. The binary file consists of data pooled in the ensemble of panels whenever an OPRCON program is initiated.
CONCLUSION
This control system was first developed for use on the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Advanced Test Accelerator, specifically for monitoring and controlling induction linear accelerators and similar devices. The system has been in use at LLNL for the past 5 years. More recently, with the construction of the Experimental Test Accelerator facility, the same control-system approach was used during the installation and checkout phase of the entire control instrumentation package. Plans are currently under way to commission the same system on another linear induction accelerator project being conducted by Los Alamos National Laboratory. 
